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Abstract
The frame rates and resolutions of digital videos are on the ricing edge. New
optical storage systems, such as Blu-ray and HD-DVD, are introduced to
cope with the call for more bandwidth and storage space for these videos.
This increase in frame rates and resolutions is also pushing the compression
ratios of video coding standards to their limits, resulting in more complex
and computational power hungry algorithms.
Programmable solutions are gaining interest to keep up the pace of the evolving video coding standards. The offered programmability reduces the timeto-market of upcoming video products. However, to compete with hardwired
solutions, parallelism needs to be exploited on as many levels as possible.
Huffman coding is proven to be very efficient and therefore commonly applied
in many coding standards. However, due to the inherently sequential nature,
parallelization of the Huffman decoding is still considered hard. Furthermore,
upcoming video coding standards introduce more complex bitstreams, where
multiple Huffman tables are used to increase the efficiency of the Huffman
coding.
In this thesis a programmable Huffman decoder is proposed, by exploiting
data level parallelism a decoding speed of 106 MBit/s is achieved. However
this speed does come at a price, additional memory and logic are required.
Secondly a multi-core bitstream parse system is presented, where task level
parallelism is used to further improve the speed of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern video coding standards are becoming more computational power,
bandwidth and hardware resource demanding. These standards are driven
by an active research area in displays, a requiring consumer market and a
still ricing number of videos on the Internet. Providing faster frame rates
and larger resolutions in a space efficient manner is key to success of these
coding standards. New optical storage systems, such as Blu-ray and HDDVD, are introduced to cope with the call for more bandwidth and storage
space, thereby pushing also the compression ratios of video coding standards
to their extend, resulting in more complex and computational power hungry
algorithms.
These rapidly evolving video coding standards drive the industry more towards programmable solutions. Offering the ease of programmability to handle these quick changes in coding standards. To compete with hardwired solutions, programmable solutions exploit parallelism on many different levels
to fulfill the request for computational power; examples are: task, instruction and data level parallelism, available in multi-core systems, very long
instruction word (VLIW) processors and vector processors respectively.
One of these emerging video coding standards is Microsoft’s VC-1, a mandatory video coded for Blu-ray, HD-DVD and growing in popularity on the
Internet. The challenge taken in this thesis is to drastically improve the
speed of the bit stream parsing of VC-1, which needs to be able to process at
least 45 MBit/s. However, in doing so the programmability of the solution is
required, making this approach applicable to other video and imaging coding
standards.
The following contributions are made in this thesis. A unique technique is
proposed that allows the exploitation of data parallelism in Huffman decoding, resulting in a tremendous gain in performance. Secondly a multi-core
architecture is proposed, which further improves the speed of the proposed
technique by exploiting task level parallelism and minimizing synchronization
overhead.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Outline
Since VC-1 is the driving application behind this work, a more general introduction into digital video coding and VC-1 is given in chapter 2. This will
get the reader acquainted with the working of a modern video coding standard. In chapter 3 the target platform, consisting of Silicon Hive processors
and systems, is explained. To express the need why the entropy decoding
task should be optimized, the profile of the VC-1 reference application is
given in chapter 4 (the complete profiling report is available in appendix A).
A more detailed introduction into Huffman decoding is given in chapter 5,
including a thoroughly literature study and discussion of previous studies
made to accelerate Huffman decoding. Once the reader is familiarized with
video coding, the target platform and Huffman decoding, we dive into the
proposed speed-up technique for Huffman decoding in which data level parallelism is exploited in chapter 6. The performance is further improved by
exploiting available task level parallelism. A multi-core solution is proposed
and evaluated in chapter 7. Conclusions, final discussion and future work are
described in chapter 8.

2. DIGITAL VIDEO CODING AND VC-1
2.1 Introduction to digital video coding
Digital video coding is an area of expertise specialized in coding and decoding
of movies in a digital format. Accurate representation, in a compact form,
with means to easily navigate the movie, are the main goals in digital video
coding. A digital movie consists of frames, these can be considered as photos
made at a discrete time interval. We will refer to the inverse of this interval
as frames per second (fps). Playing these photos in the same order, at the
same interval rate, shows the original filmed scene. These frames are then
stored in a digital format container which we call a movie. A movie contains
a header in which basic information of the movie is described.
Furthermore, in modern digital video coding standards (such as H.264 and
VC-1) a frame is chopped into smaller blocks called macroblocks, containing
even smaller blocks (usually referred to as blocks). On the one hand doing so
allows different coding of these blocks within the same coded frame, which
increases the coding efficiency. On the other hand it introduces additional
complexity in encoding due to a larger search space for an efficient coding,
and in decoding due to an increase in conditional behavior. In figure 2.1 the
build-up of a frame is shown.

Figure 2.1: Pixels are encapsulated in blocks (dashed lines), blocks are placed
in macroblocks (solid lines) and a frame (fat lines) is build-up out of multiple
macroblocks

2. Digital video coding and VC-1
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The frame-headers allow coding of frames in different manners and eases
navigation in the stream by inserting markers. One can search through the
stream by simply looking for markers and ignoring the content of a frame,
this allows fast forward and backward navigation. The macroblock headers
are optionally used to indicate the type of coding per macroblock, if no coding
type is set then the coding type of the frame is inherited.
Since the introduction of digital video there is a search for algorithms with
higher compression ratios, however these compressions may only have negligible influence on the perceived quality compared to the uncompressed form.
This search for higher compression ratios typically comes from the fact that
the input bandwidth and storage medium are not capable to provide the
necessary input bitrates and storage space respectively for the uncompressed
movie. The most popular applied compression mechanisms in video coding
are: temporal, spatial, chrominance sub-sampling, interlacing and entropy
[7].

2.2 VC-1
VC-1 was introduced by Microsoft as their new Windows Media Video standard (WMV9). In April 2006 this standard has been adopted under the
name VC-1 by the Society for Motion Picture and TV Engineers (SMPTE).
Microsoft’s media players have standard support build-in for VC-1, therefore
making it a suitable and widely used standard for internet streaming applications [37]. In the battle for a new high-definition optical storage system
two standards have been introduced, namely: HD-DVD and Blu-Ray [19].
For both standards, VC-1 has been adopted as a mandatory codec (both
standards also have support for MPEG-2 and H.264) [18].
A simplified view on the video encoding process is shown in figure 2.2, the
following sections will give a description of each of these blocks and how they
are implemented in VC-1. One has to notice it is possible to skip the temporal
compression, a common reason to do so is that the temporal redundancy is
too limited to be efficiently encoded.
Input

Motion
compensation

Spatial
compression

Colorspace &
interlacing

Entropy
coding

Figure 2.2: Diagram showing a simplified model of a VC-1 encoder

Output

2.3. Temporal compression
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2.3 Temporal compression
In temporal data, such as movies, there is a significant redundancy between
successive frames. Temporal compression is a typical compression mechanism
in movie coding, here the redundancy between successive frames is used to
gain higher compressions. Instead of coding all frames of a movie separately,
only changes in between frames are coded. This “motion” is encoded using
motion vectors.

Previous frame

Current frame

Figure 2.3: Backward prediction, the macroblock in the current frame (black)
is pointing to a reference macroblock in the previous frame (gray). The motion is
depicted by a vector, which is pointing from the current macroblock to the reference
macroblock in the previous frame. Reference macroblocks do not need to be aligned
with the macroblock grid.

A motion vector is usually applied in two forms, namely as backward and
bi-directional motion prediction. In backward prediction the motion vectors
only point to macroblocks in a past reference frame, where in case of bidirectional prediction a motion vector can either point to macroblocks in
a future or past reference frame. Figure 2.3 shows a simple example of
backward prediction between two frames.
Temporal redundancy in VC-1 is compressed by means of the so called Pand B-frames. We refer to the motion predicted frames as inter-coded frames,
and to the independently coded frames as intra-coded frames (I-frames). Pframes are used in backward prediction, it contains motion vectors that only
point to the previous reference frame. In a P-frame different types of codings
are possible, a macroblock can contain one or four motion vectors (thus
motion prediction is applied) or can be fully intra-coded (without motion

2. Digital video coding and VC-1
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prediction). When a macroblock is coded using a single motion vector it uses
an entire macroblock as reference. When a macroblock is coded using four
motion vectors each quarter has a reference quarter-macroblock.
A second type of temporal compression frames are the B-frames. These
allow both forward and backward predicted macroblocks. Computationallywise these frames are the least expensive to decode, this is even bounded by
the fact that only two reference frames are allowed to be used. As reference
frames, only frames of type I and P can be used.

I

B P

Figure 2.4: The dependencies between frames are denoted by arrows. An Iframe is intra-coded independently from surrounding frames. A P-frame is intercoded and performs backwards prediction, it uses the first previous non-B-frame as
reference. The B-frame is also inter-coded and allows bi-directional prediction, it
uses the first previous and next non-B-frames as references.

A third type of compression within the temporal domain is implemented in
VC-1 by using intensity compensation. Inter-coding a frame while the movie
is currently fading-in or -out of black is very hard and results in lots of residual
(intra-coded) blocks. To overcome this problem, the VC-1 codec allows the
encoder to specify a scaling so that the reference frame can be used when
the scene is fading. This scaling is applied as follows I(p) = (p + O) ∗ 2S ,
there p represents the input pixel, O the offset and S the shift (where the
inter-coded frame specifies the O and S values in the header). The output of
the function is the new scaled pixel value. This intensity compensated frame
is then used as reference frame.

2.4. Spatial compression
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2.4 Spatial compression
Spatial compression exploits the fact that human viewers become less sensitive for higher frequencies in the spatial domain. Typically the human vision
is unable to distinguish patterns exceeding 30 cycles per viewing degree in
the frequency domain [53, 16].
Where in a normal case an image (or frame from a movie) would be stored
with equally precision for each pixel, spatial compression stores higher frequency patterns with lower accuracy. Such a compression technique is called
lossy, since information is thrown away and thus the original input cannot be
fully reconstructed. Advanced techniques are applied to minimize the loss of
data, but achieve high compression ratios.
There are many possible ways to perform spatial compression, commonly
known approaches are: discrete Fourier transform and discrete cosine transform (DCT), where the latter is used in VC-1. Other well-known image and
video standards use similar approaches: JPEG [52], MPEG-2 and H.264 [7].

Smooth filter

DCT

Quantization

Figure 2.5: Spatial compression as applied in VC-1.

The implementation of the DCT in VC-1 offers a significant gain in performance (for encoding as well as decoding) compared to most of the video
codecs, because the VC-1 codec implements a 16-bit DCT [48, 50], meaning
that the input, intermediate and output values of the (inverse) transform
stay within a 16-bit boundary. Therefore VC-1 performs very well in 16-bit
architectures, such as the most common DSPs. The DCT transforms the
the input into the frequency domain. After the discrete cosine transform the
output is quantized, depending on the quantization higher frequencies can
be removed or suppressed, resulting in a lossy compression.
Additionally, VC-1 supports many different block sizes on which this transform can be applied. VC-1 allows DCT on block sizes of: 4x4, 4x8, 8x4 and
8x8. In comparison, the DCT applied in H.264 is on blocks of sizes 4x4, it is
claimed that this reduces ringing artifacts at edges and discontinuities. Since
VC-1 allows both large and small blocks, it is claimed to be superior to the
DCT applied in H.264 [49].
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Furthermore, prior to the DCT, VC-1 applies an overlap transform filter
(smoothing filter), which smooths the edges between adjacent blocks. This
transform is a unique approach and is based on the idea of a precisely defined
pre-/post-processing pair, where the pre-processing applies a forward transform and the post-processing a inverse transform. The forward transform
exchanges data across the boundaries of adjacent blocks, where the inverse
transform exchanges this data back into the current block. By using this approach, good and bad quality edge pairs diffuse each other, resulting in fewer
blocking artifacts [33]. This is not a compression technique, but a technique
that tries to preserve the quality which is potentially lost by the DCT.

2.5 Chrominance sub-sampling

Next to the fact that spatial compression can be applied due to the characteristics of a human viewer, also color-space sub-sampling can be applied due to
human vision characteristics. In chrominance sub-sampling more resolution
is spent on luminance information than for color information. This is hardly
noticed by the human observer, since they are more sensitive for variations
in brightness than in color. Chrominance sub-sampling takes place within
the display task as depicted earlier in figure 2.2.
A common color-space model is YUV, which models color in terms of human perception sensitivity. The Y component stands for luminance (the
brightness) and the U and V components stand for chrominance (the color).
Typically sub-sampling is applied on the chrominance components, since a
human viewer is less sensitive for changes in the color domain.
In case of VC-1 the color-space is sub-sampled using YUV 4:2:0, where four
times more bandwidth is used for the Y component as for the U and V parts.
Compared to a non sub-sampled movie we need two times less bandwidth
to transmit the sub-sampled movie. Where originally we would sample each
component per pixel, we perform the following sub-sampling:
The Y component is sampled once for every pixel, the U and V components
are only sampled once per block of four pixels. Thus per block of four pixels
we have a total of six samples, which is 1.5 samples per pixel. In a non
sub-sampled image (YUV 4:4:4) three samples are made per pixel. Yielding
3
a reduction of 2 (= 1.5
).

2.6. Interlacing
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2.6 Interlacing
A second display specific compression mechanism is interlacing. Initially interlacing was introduced as an improvement technique to remove flickering
from movies, and thereby improving the perceived movie quality. Especially
when cathode ray tube screens became brighter, the need for such a mechanism became more apparent [4, 9].
It was not after the introduction of LCD screens (and micromirror, plasma
displays) that progressive scan was re-introduced. In fact these screens need
to be driven by a progressive signal [43]. Nevertheless, interlacing is still used
as a compression technique in modern video coding standards because it allows a compression ratio of two times [32]. This compression ratio is available
due to the fact that in interlaced data the odd and even lines are alternatingly saved in two successive frames. This also reduces the vertical resolution
by half. Due to temporal inconsistencies, restoring the full resolution yields
various of problems, which we will not discuss [17].
Similar to other digital video coding standards (MPEG-2 and H.264), VC1 has native support for interlacing. VC-1 spreads the odd and even lines
over two fields, respectively the top and bottom field. These fields are then
merged after decoding and displayed in an alternating fashion. The decoder
itself takes care of the merging process.
To be more precise, let us consider two consecutive frames A and B. Each
encoded in an interlaced fashion. So both frames have a top and bottom
frame, denoted (for frame A) as: At and Ab . The displayed frames are then a
merged version of the two consecutive top and bottom fields, in this example
the following frames are constructed: frame 1: At + Ab , frame 2: Ab + B t ,
frame 3: B t + B b , etc...
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2.7 Entropy coding
The information entropy represents the absolute maximum lossless compression of data, in entropy coding one tries to get as close to this maximum compression as possible. Many kinds of digital stored data can be compressed
using an entropy based approach, this also holds for coding of movies. Entropy coding is lossless, thus allowing full reconstruction of the stored data
and is typically based on Huffman coding or arithmetic coding, where the
former is used in VC-1. Huffman tables allow the encoding of data elements
with a bit-length proportional to their probability of usage. Each symbol is
replaced by a new code, which is then stored in a Huffman table [31].
The compression ratio of Huffman coding on data with little variation is
very high. This is exploited by VC-1 by using multiple Huffman tables.
Each coded group of data, e.g. motion vectors, bitplanes, DC coefficients,
has its own statically coded Huffman lookup table. These tables are defined
by the standard and statically coded inside the encoder and decoder. This
approach reduces the overhead of sending the tables with which the movie
is coded. However it limits the compression ratio since the statically coded
tables are pre-calculated based on average data.
Besides Huffman coding also Run-Level-Last coding is applied. This is a very
simple mechanism applied to the DCT coefficients after quantization. The
Level indicates the value of the current coefficient, Run indicates the number
of subsequent zeros and the Last flag indicates if the current coefficient is the
last one for the current block. During the quantization task higher frequencies
can be removed, these are than coded with a zero. By applying the RunLevel-Last coding technique these zero coefficients no longer need to be coded.

3. TARGET HARDWARE PLATFORM
Rapidly evolving video coding standards are pushing the industry more towards programmable solutions. However, in order to compete with hardwired solutions, parallelism needs to be exploited on many different levels
to provide an efficient and competitive solution. Examples of programmable
solutions that exploit parallelism are: multi-core systems that allow greater
performance by exploiting the task level parallelism available in many applications, providing a greater performance/power ratio and easier design
scalability than single core designs. Secondly, a VLIW processor offers instruction level parallelism, which is especially beneficial in tight loops and
low conditional code. A final example is data level parallelism that is exploited in a SIMD functional unit, useful for element-wise algorithms with
low data dependencies.
The time-to-market of products build using Silicon Hive’s framework is drastically reduced by offering an advanced development environment. The Silicon Hive compiler HiveCC is ANSI-C compliant, offering ease of programmability. Furthermore, this development environment offers the ability to modify the processors and system in an easy manner. The entire compiler and
simulation toolchain changes automatically with the changes made to the
processor and system.
This chapter gives a general introduction to Silicon Hive processors, systems
and the Silicon Hive’s development environment.

3.1 Processors
Silicon Hive processors are build according to the load-store architecture and
are typical VLIW processors, such processors allow simultaneous execution of
multiple instructions, thereby achieving a high level of instruction level parallelism. Every clock cycle a very long instruction word is issued, consisting
of a number of independent operations. Each operation in this instruction
word is fed to a separate issue slot, each slot consisting out of one or more
functional units. These functional units have their own capabilities. The
capabilities of an issue slot are modified by adding or removing different
functional units.

3. Target hardware platform
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The performance of the Silicon Hive processors can be improved in two obvious ways: increasing the clock frequency or increasing the number of issue
slots. However, a third improvement is available by using single instruction
multiple data (SIMD) vector issue slots. In a N -way SIMD vector issue slot,
a single instruction is simultaneously performed on N vector elements. These
operations can be performed in two ways: either inter-vector or intra-vector.
In inter-vector operations the same operation is element-wise performed on
multiple vectors. Intra-vector operations are applied within the same vector
on N elements.
An example Silicon Hive processor, with a vector issue slot, is depicted in
figure 3.1. Here it can be seen how functional units reside within issue slots,
how register files (RF) are connected to these issue slots and how the interconnections can be organized.

Scalar
RF

Scalar
RF

Issue slot
functional
unit

Scalar memory

Scalar
RF

Issue slot
functional
unit

functional
unit

Scalar
RF

Vector
RF

Vector issue slot
functional
unit

Vector memory

Figure 3.1: Example of a VLIW Silicon Hive processor with scalar and vector
datapath.

3.2 System
Silicon Hive processors reside within a system, even if it is a single-processor
system. In a multi-processors system, task level parallelism is available by
concurrent execution of multiple tasks. Each processor can have its own
configuration, depending on the tasks is mapped onto it. Thereby offering
the ability to create a task specific optimized processor.

3.2. System
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In a Silicon Hive system, processors are placed together with other components such as peripherals, memories, and interconnections. Figure 3.2 shows
an abstract example of such a system, composed out of three processors, a
host processor, DMA devices and off-chip memory.
The host (control interface) fulfills the role of system controller, main tasks
here are: initialization of the system components, downloading of the applications to the processors, starting of these processors and status checks.
The interconnections can be of any type, currently a single 32-bit bus is
used, however other implementations exist. In [35], Kumar uses the Æthereal
Network On Chip [21] together with Silicon Hive processors.
The DMA device allows decoupling of memory transactions and running
tasks, a DMA device can access offchip memories or processor memories via
the system bus or have point-to-point interconnections to the memories of
different processors allowing direct accesses without using the system bus.

3.2.1 Systems for HD video coding/decoding

In this thesis we will refer to two types of processors, namely the stream
processor (SP) and the video signal processor (VSP), both processors are
used in the Silicon Hive multiprocessor system called VSP2500 [28]. The SP
is a scalar VLIW processor, while the VSP has a mixed scalar and vector
datapaths and is optimized for digital video processing. Processing tiles
contain a processor and a DMA device, as depicted in figure 3.2.

18

3. Target hardware platform

Figure 3.2: Video coding/decoding solution

Processing tiles in the system can be replicated, modified and replaced by
other types of tiles. Modifying the system allows to construct an efficient and
powerful computation platform, devoted to the specific application domain.
Further modifications can easily be made to such a system in order to achieve
higher efficiency.
The stream processor: is a three issue slot scalar VLIW processor, with a
word size of 32-bits. The processor contains special instructions for bitstream
parsing, which allow reading and viewing of a number of bits from a scalar
input. This improves efficiency of the bitstream parsing, since the processor
has a 32-bit datapath. Moreover, 2-way SIMD functional units are available
that operate on normal scalar input data (i.e. the elements in the vector part
have width 16 bit), this is especially useful for processing of e.g. motionvectors (containing a X and Y component).
The video signal processor: offers tremendous amounts of parallelism.
This processor has a scalar datapath of 32-bits and a 16-way with 16-bits
elements datapath. Moreover it contains three scalar and four vector issue
slots. Furthermore the VSP has a sophisticated memory subsystem, as explained in [6].

3.3. Silicon Hive’s development environment
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3.3 Silicon Hive’s development environment
For Silicon Hive processors the compiler is responsible for scheduling instructions, allocating the processor’s resources and synchronization. Therefore
the applications need to be recompiled for different target platforms. The
big advantage in this approach is the fact that a Silicon Hive processor does
not have a hardware scheduler like a superscalar, this reduces the area of the
Silicon Hive processors. However, a good compiler is required to take care of
the scheduling of instructions. The Silicon Hive compiler HiveCC, is ANSI-C
complaint and is capable of handling the scheduling of instructions, on a processor containing massive parallelism which is introduced by multiple issue
slots.
The Silicon Hive’s development environment allows simulation of the application on different levels. While choosing between these levels a trade-off is
made between the level of accuracy and simulation speed [8]. Possible levels
of simulation are (ordered with descending simulation speed):
• crun performs simulations on a functional level, compiled using gcc,
• unsched does perform instruction selection, however no scheduling is
performed,
• sched simulates on a cycle accurate level and
• the RTL simulation performs a simulation on signal level.
Furthermore, Silicon Hive processors and systems are flexible during design
time and programmable when ready. Silicon Hive offers a simulation environment in which the applications run on models of the cores and systems. The
behavior of the processor’s and system’s composition can be changed without
big effort, providing an easy environment to explore our design space.
Silicon Hive processors are described in a high level hardware design language
called The Incredible Machine (TIM) [23]. In the TIM language a processor
can easily be described, ranging from register files, interconnections to the
semantics of functional units. TIM can easily be translated into VHDL or
Verilog by assembling prewritten blocks of hardware. Moreover, TIM forms
the input for the compiler and simulation toolchain as described earlier.
The Hive System Definition (HSD) language describes the composition of
the system. Here processors and other components can be connected into a
system, this happens with the same easy to use TIM language.
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3. Target hardware platform

Figure 3.3: Silicon Hive’s development environment

4. APPLICATION PROFILING
As a preliminary investigation for this thesis an in-depth profiling of the VC-1
reference decoder is performed, the full results of this research are listed in
appendix A. First of all it has to be noted that we are aiming at a real-time
VC-1 video decoder for Full-HD (1080p) at 24 fps (advanced profile level 3).

4.1 Task partitioning of the VC-1 decoder
Three groups of tasks are distinguished in a VC-1 decoder, namely the entropy decoding, VC-1 decoding and display specific tasks. During the profiling of the VC-1 reference decoder a more detailed view on the decoder is
created. This profile offers thorough information on the internal behavior,
performance requirements and composition of the VC-1 decoder. Figure 4.1
shows the dataflow through the application and gives a graphical representation of the grouping of the tasks.
Entropy decoding
Bitstream
parsing

VC-1 decoding
Motionvector
prediction

Display
Frame
reconstruction

Interpolation

Deblock
Color
Conversion

De-ZigZag
Coefficient
prediction

Inverse
quantization

Inverse
transform

Overlap
transform

Resize
Display

Figure 4.1: Task and dataflow of the VC-1 decoder. The dashed areas indicate
groups of tasks. Furthermore, white boxed tasks are executed for intra- and intercoded blocks, black tasks only for inter-coded blocks and gray tasks only for intracoded blocks.
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4.2 VC-1 profile
A set of different test sequences are used during profiling, each in three
different encodings, namely with 2, 5, and 7 successive B-frames. As test
sequences we used three movies, all encoded in QCIF (176x144) format. We
used the sequences Claire, Suzie and Foreman all commonly used in literature.
The Claire sequence has little movement (Claire is reading a news item),
Suzie has some sudden movement (Suzie is shaking her hair) and the Foreman
sequence has lots of movement (shaking of the camera and the foreman moves
actively).

(a) Claire

(b) Suzie

(c) Foreman

Figure 4.2: Used test sequences during profiling

Since, out of these test sequences, decoding the Foreman-b2 sequence is the
most computational power demanding, this sequence and its profiling results
were used. The following table shows the required cycles per task up-scaled
to Full-HD 24 fps (these numbers are estimated).
Task:
Interpolate
Inverse transform
Inverse quantization
Deblocking
Reconstruct
Bitstream parsing
Other
Sum

QCIF Reference:
1.3 M
6.0 M
0.3 M
0.3 M
0.3 M
0.9 M
2.1 M
11.2 M

Estimated HD:
2,553 M
11,782 M
589 M
589 M
589 M
1,767 M
4,124 M
21,993 M

Table 4.1: Estimated cycles of QCIF and Full-HD 24 fps.
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Knowing that a single processor runs at 250MHz (hence 250M cycles per
second are available), it becomes inevitably that we need tremendous speedup in order to meet the real-time requirements. As explained earlier our
target platform offers parallelism at many different levels. A common way of
accelerating an application is by vectorization, here SIMD operations are used
to increase the level of parallelism and thereby improving the performance
of the application.
We know from experience, in building a H.264 decoder within Silicon Hive,
that many of the listed tasks can easily be vectorized. Therefore, due to
the available parallelism in these tasks, it is assumed that these task can be
parallelized in such a way to meet the real-time requirements.
However, the bitstream parsing can not be vectorized in a straightforward
fashion. Also, the ILP of the bitstream parsing is relatively low, since the
algorithm has a high sequential and conditional nature. This lack in available
ILP mainly comes from the fact that: there are dependencies in the algorithm
which prohibit the compiler from executing these operations in parallel and
due to the conditional characteristics of the algorithm the inner-loop of the
Huffman decoding can not be software pipelined. From profiling the VC-1
decoder we have learned that 70% of the bitstream parsing is spend in Huffman decoding and the remaining 30% on the bookkeeping of the bitstream,
such as reading bits and refilling the buffers.
The VC-1 profile we are aiming for (advanced profile level 3) has a peak
bit-rate of 45 Mbit/s and states that we need to display Full HD frames
(1080p) at 24 fps. Looking at the estimated HD cycles, for the Foreman-b2
= 7×.
sequence, we can conclude that we need a speed-up of at least: 1,767M
250M
Preferable, even higher optimizations are required. With a higher speed-up
the bitstream parsing task can be combined and mapped with other tasks on
a single processor.
In the remaining part of this thesis we will focus on finding a way to accelerate
the bitstream parsing, while keeping the programmability of our platform.
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5. HUFFMAN DECODING
Bitstream parsing is one of the critical parts in the VC-1 decoder. Since
Silicon Hive has experience in vectorization of many of the other critical parts
(such as IDCT and filter kernels) we have chosen to optimize the bitstream
parsing. In particular, we will focus on Huffman decoding in the following
two chapters and will dive further into bitstream parsing in the third chapter.
In this chapter gives a short introduction into Huffman decoding, which is
applied in the VC-1 standard, followed by some related work within the field
of optimizations for Huffman decoders.

5.1 Introduction to Huffman decoding
In VC-1 and other video coding standards, Huffman coding is applied as
compression mechanism. Huffman coding allows full reconstruction of the
original input stream and yields good compression factors (typically between
30% and 40%). In order to get this compression, the decoder assigns shorter
codes to more common symbols and longer codes to less common symbols,
these symbols are then stored in a Huffman table (or tree). We refer to such
coding strategy as variable-length coding, since the symbols are stored with
different lengths.
Length

Bytestream

Shifting Buffer

Bitstream

Table look-up

Original symbol

Figure 5.1: Huffman decoder

Figure 5.1 shows a typical model of a Huffman decoder. The original streaming input, often referred to as bytestream, is read in terms of words (since
the system bus is 32-bits wide), these are typically stored in a shifting buffer
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allowing to generate a bitstream. The table look-up process, as will be described later, returns the original symbol as output and uses the length of
the encoded symbol to shift the buffer.
Table 5.1 shows the build-up of an example Huffman table generated for
the input “this is an example of a huffman table”. The table shows the
symbols used in the input, their frequency, the assigned shorter codes (normal
character symbols are encoded using 8-bits ASCII codes), and the length
of these codes in bits, the table is sorted descending by frequency of the
characters (and therefore also ascending by assigned length). This table will
be used as an example throughout the following chapters.
Index:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Frequency:
7
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Bitcode:
111
010
000
1101
1010
1000
0111
0010
1011
0110
11001
00110
10011
11000
00111
10010

Length:
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

Symbol:
space
a
e
f
t
h
i
s
l
m
n
o
p
b
u
x

Table 5.1: Example Huffman table

The problem of decoding a variable length bitstream is that since the encoded
symbols no longer reside within a fixed number of bytes (e.g. single-byte
symbols, characters), but can have any length, reading of such a variable
length coded stream becomes more difficult. This is shown in figure 5.2,
where the example text ‘latex’ is encoded using table 5.1. One needs to find
a match between a string of bits and a row in the Huffman table.
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Because the table is sorted by frequency of use of the symbols, it is more
efficient to scan the table from top to bottom to find the original encoded
symbol. While scanning the hit function is applied. In the VC-1 these tables
are agreed upon on forehand, so they are statically coded on both the encoder
and decoder.
1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

Figure 5.2: Bitstream showing the first two bytes storing the symbols ‘latex’,
reading from left to right the bits of the encoded symbols are marked by a fat border.
You can see how the symbol ‘t’ spans across the byte boundaries due to the variable
length behavior of the Huffman coding.

Let us describe each column of the Huffman table as a list, where column[i]
yields the i-th element of column ∈ {symbol, bitcode, length} starting from
0, in our example symbol[0] is ‘space’. Secondly a bitstring is represented as
a number in base-2 and will be denoted as follows: 101101012 (which are the
first 8 bits from figure 5.2).
The bits function takes the upper l bits from the input word w, where x >> n
performs a logical shift to the right of x by n bits. This function basically
performs a look inside the shifting buffer.
bits(w, l) = (w >> (32 − l))
For example bits(10110101 . . . 002 , 4) = 10112 .
The hit function returns T rue when a hit is found with the given input. Here
s contains the next 32-bits of the input bitstream, b and l contain the bitcode
and the length of the current table row.
hit(s, b, l) = (bits(s, l) == b)
A second example: hit(10110101 . . . 002 , 10112 , 4) = T rue, which is in fact:
hit(10110101 . . . 002 , bitcode[8], length[8]) = T rue. So we have a hit and
should return the symbol symbol[8] which is ‘l’.
A linear search on the Huffman table, starting at the top of the table, is
described in algorithm 1. Here len(table) returns the length of the Huffman
table. This linear search was originally implemented in the VC-1 reference
decoder.
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Input: Next 32-bits from input stream s
Input: Huffman table table, columns bitcode, length and symbol
Output: Pair of original symbol and encoded length
for i = 0 ; i < len(table) ; i = i + 1 do
if hit(s, bitcode[i], length[i]) then
return (symbol[i],length[i]);
end
end
return Error ;
Algorithm 1: Linear search over the Huffman table
This way of decoding offers bad performance on a load-store VLIW architecture due to the facts that: a) Loads need to be issued for every cell in the
table (bitcode, length, symbol), b) The capabilities offered by a VLIW are
not efficiently used, because the highly conditional behavior the algorithm
reduces the available ILP.
A method will be proposed which does offer high parallelism, reduces the
conditional behavior and minimizes the number of issued loads. But first we
discuss and present previous studies made to optimize Huffman decoding.

5.2 Previous studies of accelerating Huffman decoding

Optimizing the Huffman decoding process has been an active research topic
ever since it has been introduced. Optimizing the speed of the decoding
process is still a challenging topic. Improvements are available in many forms,
directions and implementations, as discussed in this section.
This section presents and discusses some related studies that have been done
to optimize the performance of Huffman decoding for modern standards.
We divide the proposed solutions into three categories: hardwired, where
speed-up is gained by hardwiring the solution; programmable solutions, using
instruction-set extensions; and algorithmic modifications to ease the lookup
processes and gain speed.
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5.2.1 Hardwired solutions
In hardwired solutions there are mainly two types of decoders. Sequential
decoders [10] with a fixed input bitrate (normally 1 or 2 bits per cycle),
these implementations can be made memory efficient, however the clock is
limited by the feedback loops. A second type are the parallel decoders with
a variable number of bits per cycle [36], here the output of the decoder
is constant (opposed to the constant input bitrate of sequential decoders).
Further, the speed is limited by a critical path, similar to that as seen in
figure 5.1.
In a number of articles [40, 41, 42] Rudberg et al. propose a parallel Huffman
decoder capable of fast entropy decoding. Their speed-up is gained by taking
a pipelined and parallel approach. No real studies were made, however they
suggest that their approach can maintain programmability. Even though
their approach does seem insufficient when multiple Huffman tables need to
be used (the pipeline and concatenated shifting registers needs to be flushed).
Moreover no information is specified on possible implementations, increase
in performance and efficiency.
A low power approach is proposed in [13]. Here power reduction is achieved
by partitioning the Huffman table over multiple smaller tables. This clustering needs to be calculated on forehand, while programmability of the Huffman
table is maintained by using PLAs.

5.2.2 Programmable solutions
In literature also various programmable optimizations for entropy decoding
have been proposed. A common optimization is the one proposed in [11], in
which a co-processor with one issue slot is capable of performing Huffman
decoding and bitstream parsing. They use a ‘sequencer’ (hardwired converter
from byte stream to bit stream) and hardwired Huffman tables to meet their
performance. However, this solution offers very little flexibility and basically
still is a hardwired solution.
A range of instruction set extensions for a RISC have been presented in [39],
supporting multiple video coding standards while maintaining programmability. However the Huffman tables need to be modified on forehand, calculating
the number of leading zeros and perform clustering based on this information.
In [51] a similar approach by grouping based on leading zeros is taken.
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Two processor (instruction-set) extensions are proposed in [45] and [5]. Where
the former proposes some software optimizations (loop transformations and
clever alignment of lookup tables) and a new instruction (based on a barrelshifter) for a TriMedia/CPU64. The new instruction is used to read an
number of unaligned bits from the input, hence the bitstream parsing and
table lookup are somewhat optimized. The latter proposes a series of new
instructions to speed-up the bitstream parsing (getbits, showbits, flushbits),
however no optimizations are proposed for the table lookup process.
Finally yet an other extension made to the TriMedia/CPU64 is based on a
FPGA-functional unit [46]. This functional unit is capable of decoding a
single Huffman symbol in a 8 cycle function, resulting in a 43% improvement
in entropy decoding compared to their reference implementation. However
the proposed solution lacks real flexibility, since the FPGA can hold a limited number of table entries. The improvement numbers are rather unfair
since they only consider three MPEG-2 tables, performing experiments on
a modified bitstream. Concluding, a 43% improvement is insufficient in our
case, especially considering the size of the FPGA that is required.

5.2.3 Algorithmic
A third big group of optimizations is available by modifications made on an
algorithmic level. A class of special Huffman trees and tables, called SingleSide Growing Huffman Table (SGHT), was originally proposed by Hashemian
in [24, 25] and further improved by himself in [26]. The proposed technique
builds a clustered Huffman tree, based on the histogram of the to be encoded
content. Advantages here are, reduced search times because the symbols
can be found using the arithmetic properties of the bitstream input and the
SGHT. Secondly, the sparsity of the table is reduced, therefore the size of
the table is low compared to a worst-case sparse Huffman tree. However
this approach comes with two big disadvantages, namely: finding an optimal
solution for the clustering of the Huffman table is still open, and the codewords in the SGHT are not equivalent to the codewords used in the ‘original’
Huffman table.
In [3] Aggarwal et al. propose a method that transforms a Huffman table
into a canonical Huffman table, while the codewords in the newly calculated
table are equivalent to the original set. A Huffman table in canonical form
[15] exhibits numerical properties which allow to reduce the size of the table
and perform more efficient decoding.

5.2. Previous studies of accelerating Huffman decoding
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The methods proposed by Hashemian and Aggarwal are combined in [14],
which results in an increase of efficiency. Moreover it counterproofs the speed
which is claimed in [12], where an efficient storage algorithm is proposed.
Furthermore in recent article [54] yet an other memory efficient method is
proposed, here prefix intervals and suffixes are used to save memory. It also
applies the proposed method to SGHT, resulting in even higher efficiency.
In [44] a smart solution has been proposed to make the lookup process in the
Huffman table more efficient. They maintain reconfigurability of the table,
while getting tremendous speed-ups in encoding and decoding, by grouping
the table based on a prefix (of certain length) of the codes. However the
resulting bitstream parse system is hardwired.
One of the earliest optimizations for Huffman decoding was introduced in
[38], where a 162MBit/s decoder circuit has been proposed running at only
27 MHz. This technique is based on a adaptive tree search, in which the
Huffman table is represented as a tree rather than a table. A special mapping
of the tree was proposed which required to be grouped into multiple sub-trees.
All these proposed techniques require the grouping, clustering and other table modifications (and additional information) to be calculated on forehand
(either online or offline). Especially the technique proposed in [38] uses a dynamic programming approach in which the optimal tree is calculated offline
(and later a circuit is build based on this tree mapping). A big disadvantage of a tree-based approach is that (when implemented in software) only
a limited number of bits can be decoded per cycle, due to the propagation
behavior of such tree-based approaches.

5.2.4 Discussion and requirements for optimization
To even further increase the compressions available by Huffman coding, multiple Huffman tables are used for different types of encoded data in the VC-1
coding standard (e.g. motion vectors, AC/DC coefficients). Furthermore
run-length coding is applied and some pieces of data are encoded using a
fixed number of bits. Due to this very dynamic behavior of the bitstream the
control process of the decoder is closely working together with the bitstream
parser, therefore the bitstream parser is not a fully decoupled front-end decoder anymore as it was in earlier video coding standards.
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We want our approach to be applicable for many current and future video
(and imaging) coding standards. Therefore it needs to be easy to modify the
Huffman tables, even during runtime when a coding standard allows coding
of the input using a custom (embedded) Huffman table (such as the JPEG
standard). Concluding, our proposed bitstream parser needs to fulfill the
following requirements:
Flexibility, it needs to be easy to modify the Huffman tables, without precalculation or major table modifications such as clustering or other grouping
techniques.
Diversity, the proposed solution needs to be able to cope with many video
coding standards that use many different tables. The overhead for switching between these tables has to be limited, or preferable none.
Programmability, the bitstream parsing processor should be fully programmable
to support future coding standards based on Huffman coding.
Speed, finally the proposed solution should be fast. Realtime requirements,
up to at least 45 MBit/s for VC-1 Full-HD, must be met.
None of the proposed solutions in the literature covers all of the requirements.
In the following chapter an optimization of Huffman decoding is proposed,
using SIMD a common technique applied in modern media processors. None
of the proposed solutions in literature has taken a look in this direction.

6. EXPLOITING SIMD FOR HUFFMAN DECODING
Until recently, the usage of SIMD to optimize the decoding of a Huffman
bitstream has been considered to be ineffective, due to data dependencies.
Consider the following quotes from two articles recently released:

“In the case of general purpose processors, the same SIMD operations turned out to be useful for other multimedia functions
associated with pre- and post-processing. However, the variable
length decoding (VLD) process that precedes transform decoding is fairly serial and extremely data dependent, and the use of
parallel structures is less effective in improving that part.” [51]

“Due to the strong data-dependency and sequential processing
characteristics, the speed-up performance of bitstream parsing is
quite limited by the parallel computing resources of multimedia
processors, such as vector, SIMD and VLIW processors.” [39]

However, it will be shown that using SIMD instructions to optimize the
Huffman decoding is possible. This optimization lies within the base of speculative ‘look-ahead’ searching, reducing load operations and data packing.
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−−−−−→
column 0

↑
N
↓

−−−−−→
column 1

↑
N
↓

Bitcode:
111
010
000
1101
1010
1000
0111
0010
1011
0110
11001
00110
10011
11000
00111
10010

Length:
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

Symbol:
space
a
e
f
t
h
i
s
l
m
n
o
p
b
u
x

Table 6.1: Columns of our example Huffman table, divided in equal vectors of
length N

First of all, let us discuss the base of our SIMD approach in which columns
of the Huffman table are divided into multiple vectors with an equal length
N , rather than splitting columns into cells which are basically vectors of
length 1. The final vector is padded with stuffing values until it meets the
size N , here N is the number of concurrent vector processing elements (often
referred to as N-way). Let us denote a vector of a column of a Huffman table
as follows:
−−−−−→
column i = (column[i × N ], column[i × N + 1], . . . , column[i × N + (N − 1)])
Here i represents the i-th vector of column column and N the chosen Nway, in our case N ∈ {8, 16, 32}. We can address an element in the vector
−−−−−→
as follows column i [j] which is column[i × N + j], here j represents the j-th
element from this vector (0 ≤ j < N ). Furthermore let us define a flag to
be a vector of booleans with length N . In figure 6.1, the alignment of the
cells of a Huffman column in a vector memory are shown. A single access to
−−−−−→
this memory on address i results in a vector column i containing a row of N
elements.
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j

i

N

column[0]

...

column[N −1]

column[N ]

...

column[2 × N −1]
...

...

column[i × N ]

...

column[(i + 1) × N −1]

Figure 6.1: Alignment of vectors and their elements in vector memory.

Now lets introduce the vector variant of our hit function.
−−→
−−−−→ −−−→
flag i = hit v (s, bitcode i , length i ). Defining the semantics of this function as
follows:
for j = 0 ; j < N ; j = j + 1 do
−−→
−−−−→
−−−→
f lag i [j] = hit(s, bitcode i [j], length i [j]);
end
Taking a SIMD approach, each processing element j in the processor’s vector
datapath executes the hit function on the corresponding data element j. To
be more precise the first processing element executes the hit function on
−−−−→
−−−−→
bitcode i [0] and the last element on bitcode i [N − 1] (hence the alignment of
vectors in figure 6.1).
As an example we will again apply this function to our example table 6.1,
−−−−→ −−−−→
−−→
with a N-way of 8. f lag 0 = hit v (11101011 . . . 002 , bitcode0 , length0 ), where
−−→
flag 0 will be (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) meaning that we found a hit in the first N
table rows. To be more clear we found a hit at the first row in the table,
−−−−→
which is a ‘space’ = symbol0 [0].
A correct Huffman table guarantees decompression uniqueness, this means
that no code is a prefix of another. Due to this property we know that we
will find at most one hit in the Huffman table. Therefore, we can state that
−−→
there will be at most one True value in the f lag i vector. In order to check if
the ‘flag is true’, we sum all elements using a bitwise-OR using the function
−−→
found as defined below. If f ound(f lag i ) is True there is at least one True
−−→
value in the vector f lag i , including decompression uniqueness implies there
is at most one True value.
X −−→
−−→
found (f lag i ) =
f lag i [j]
0≤j<N

6. Exploiting SIMD for Huffman decoding
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To find the corresponding value when the flag is true, a second function is
−−→ −−−−→
introduced: pick v (f lag i , columni ), with semantics defined as follows:
for j = 0 ; j < N ; j = j + 1 do
−−→
if f lag i [j] then
−−−−→
return columni [j];
end
end
−−−−→
An example of applying this pick function: pick v ((1, 0, 0 . . . , 0), symbol0 ) =
‘space’. Now we modify our linear search algorithm to use these vector functions.
Input: Next 32-bits from input stream s
−−−−→ −−−−→
−−−−→
Input: Huffman table table, columns bitcode, length and symbol
Output: Pair of original symbol and encoded length
for i = 0 ; i < len(table)/N ; i = i + 1 do
−−→
−−−−→ −−−→
f lag i = hit v (s, bitcode i , length i );
−−→
if found (f lag i ) then
−−→ −−−−→
−−→ −−−−→
return ( pick v (f lag i , symboli ), pick v (f lag i , lengthi ) );
end
end
return Error ;
Algorithm 2: Data parallel linear search over the Huffman table

6.1. Reducing conditionals
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6.1 Reducing conditionals
What can be seen from the data parallel search algorithm, is the fact that it
still has lots of conditional code. We can reduce this by assuming bitstream
correctness, stating that the input bitstream is correctly coded according to
the Huffman table. Applying this property to the data parallel algorithm
allows us to remove the loop over the length of the table, because we know
that there exists a hit in the table. The algorithm now only contains one
conditional statement (the while).
Input: Next 32-bits from input stream s
−−−−→ −−−−→
−−−−→
Input: Columns bitcode, length and symbol
Output: Pair of original symbol and encoded length
−−→
f lag = (0, 0, 0 . . . , 0);
i = 0;
−−→
while not found (f lag) do
−−−−→ −−−−→
bitcode = bitcodei ;
−−−−→ −−−−→
length = lengthi ;
−−−−→ −−−−→
symbol = symboli ;
−−→
−−−−→ −−−−→
f lag = hit v (s, bitcode, length);
i = i + 1;
end
−−→ −−−−→
−−→ −−−−→
return ( pick v (f lag, symbol), pick v (f lag, length) );
Algorithm 3: Data parallel linear search over the correct Huffman table

6. Exploiting SIMD for Huffman decoding
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6.2 Column packing
In the previous section we see that an improvement has been made compared
to algorithm 2, however still three load instructions are issued. In a Silicon
Hive core each load instruction takes two cycles, these instructions can be
pipelined, hence the loading takes four cycles. In order to reduce this we
pack the three columns, making bitcode, length and symbol in a single word.
Instead of loading three separate columns, one ‘big’ column will be loaded.
−−−−→
Now each vector element contains three packed fields, we can say that packedi
−−−−→ −−−−→
−−−−→
is a vector of triples of bitcodei , lengthi and symboli . Furthermore, the pick v
−−−−→
function now returns the length and symbol directly from the packed input.
Input: Next 32-bits from input stream s
−−−−→
Input: Packed columns packed
Output: Pair of original symbol and encoded length
−−→
f lag = (0, 0, 0 . . . , 0);
i = 0;
−−→
while not found (f lag) do
−−−−→ −−−−→ −−−−→
−−−−→
(bitcode, length, symbol) = packedi ;
−−→
−−−−→ −−−−→
f lag = hit v (s, bitcode, length);
i = i + 1;
end
−−→ −−−−→
return pick v (f lag, packedi );
Algorithm 4: Data parallel packed linear search over the correct Huffman
table

6.3. Huffman load unit
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6.3 Huffman load unit
Increasing the speed even further, we introduce a Huffman load unit. This
unit loads the vector, applies the hit function and post-increments the counter
i. The inner-loop of the Huffman decoding currently takes up to three cycles:
a two cycle load and one cycle for the hit function. We gain at least one cycle
(in case of one iteration) by merging these into a single two cycle operation.
Input: Next 32-bits from input stream s
−−−−→
Input: Packed columns packed
Output: Pair of original symbol and encoded length
−−→
f lag = (0, 0, 0 . . . , 0);
i = 0;
−−→
while not found (f lag) do
−−→ −−−−→
(f lag, i, packed) = huffman(s, i);
end
−−−−→ −−−−→ −−−−→
−−−−→
(bitcode, length, symbol) = packed;
−−→ −−−−→
return pick v (f lag, packedi );
Algorithm 5: Data parallel packed Huffman load unit, performing a linear
search over the correct Huffman table
In section 6.6.2 the results of all proposed optimizations from earlier sections
are listed and discussed.

6.4 Run-length decoding
Further applying our packing strategy, the VC-1 standard contains 8 runlength tables. These allow even higher compressions when applied to the
DC-AC coefficient blocks (a result of DCT). It suppresses the coding of un−−−−→
necessary zeros and repetitive coefficients. Now each element of the symbol
contains, instead of a index in the run-level-last table, the values itself packed
in the same way as showed earlier in this section. Doing so does not result in
speed improvements during the Huffman decoding, but merely improves the
speed of run-length decoding itself and saves space in storing the run-length
tables.
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6.5 Implementation
In this section the extension for a Silicon Hive processor is described. Only
the additional hardware is described here and depicted in figure 6.2. The
additional hardware consists of an issue slot, vector memory, a single entry
vector register file and additional wiring. In order to save area the scalar
register file of a neighboring issue slot is shared. Thin lined arrows are scalar
(32-bits) data paths, thick lined arrows are vector data paths.

−−−−→
packed

Shared
RF

Vector register file
width: 64b × N

offset

base

Huffman

flag

Pick

−−−−→
packed

64b × N

Vector
−−−−→ Memory
packed

Issue slot

Huffman.flag, pick.length
Huffman.offset, pick.symbol
Figure 6.2: SIMD Huffman decode issue slot.

The Huffman tables are located in the processor’s vector memory and need
to be loaded to the vector register file via the huffman instruction. The
huffman instruction has two scalar inputs, namely: the bitstream and the
−−→
offset i, furthermore it has two scalar outputs: the f lag and the incremented
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−−−−→
offset i and one vector output which is the currently loaded packed vector.
−−→
The f lag, earlier said to be a vector, is implemented as a scalar because the
elements of the vector are only 1-bit in size. This approach is more profitable
since we can apply normal scalar functions, like branching for the while loop,
on this scalar flag. Moreover, we don’t want a separate datapath for the
−−→
−−→
f lag vector. Secondly the pick function has two inputs, the f lag (scalar)
−−−−→
and the corresponding packed vector, moreover it outputs two scalars the
length and symbol which were originally coded in the vector. In the data
parallel approach the bitcode, length and symbol column have sizes of 32bits, 8-bits and 24-bits respectively, hence a single element of a vector is
64-bits. The required height of the vector memory is not noted, because it
depends on the width.
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6.6 Experiments
This chapter describes the experiments that were performed with the proposed optimization techniques and the results.

6.6.1 Artificial input
In order to perform multiple experiments in different environments a bitstream generator has been constructed. This application takes a Huffman
table as input and generates an output bitstream with N symbols, with this
we can test using various of Huffman tables and a number of symbols.
To generate representative bitstreams the table distribution has been analyzed. The following figure shows how often an entry from the VC-1 Huffman
table 130 is used to decode the Claire-b2, Foreman-b2 and Suzie-b2 sequences.
VC-1 has many statically coded tables, we took the most frequently used table. From this graph, shown in figure 6.3, we can see that approximately 70%
of the used bitcodes are within the first 10 symbols in the Huffman table.
35%
30%
25%
20%

Reference
Model

15%
10%
5%
0%
1

6

11

16

21

Figure 6.3: Reference table distribution of table 130, of the VC-1 standard, compared to the model bitstream generator
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6.6.2 Results
Experiments have been performed on artificial inputs to test this new idea,
doing so the table distribution has been used as suggested in figure 6.3. By
using artificial generated input we created a deterministic environment in
which we can closely observe the result of our improvements. For memory
calculations we use all the 102 Huffman tables, including 8 run-length tables.
Let us consider the speed-ups gained by three implementations of our idea,
we tested the vectorization with N-ways of 8, 16 and 32. The results of these
experiments are listed in figure 6.4. One can see we reached a top speed of
106 MBit/s with a 32-way data parallel approach. The required throughput
for VC-1 advanced level 3 is 45 MBit/s, we reached more than double of the
required decoding speed.
110
100
90
80

MBit/s

70
Base implementation

60

Packed

50

Huffman load unit

40
30
20
10
0
Reference

8-way

16-way

32-way

Figure 6.4: Measured decoding speeds with the initial data parallel (base implementation), packed and Huffman load unit implementations.

Here the reference dataset contains the base implementation of the reference
code and the data parallel implementation, followed by the pack strategy and
the Huffman load unit.
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6.6.3 Table gaps
Since vectors need to be aligned in our memory and Huffman table entries are
not necessarily a multiple of N , gaps are introduced in between the vectorized
tables. Tables need to be aligned, because for every different mode of the
decoder a different table is required. Therefore, these tables need to be stored
strictly separated in memory. A vector at the end of a table with a length
smaller than N introduces gaps. The size of the introduced gap is defined as
follows. Here ⊕ is a module operation and len(table) returns the length of
the table.

gap(table) =

½

0
N − (len(table) ⊕ N )

if (len(table) ⊕ N ) = 0
if (len(table) ⊕ N ) 6= 0

N × 64b
Table 1

Table 2

Figure 6.5: Table gaps in memory (denoted in black, filled elements in white)
introduced by the data parallel approach.

In figure 6.5 an example is illustrated. The first table contains 10 elements,
while the N-way is only 4, hence we have a gap of 2 elements (painted black).
The second table only has 7 elements, hence a gap of 1 element. Each element
in our approach is 64-bits, in figure 6.6 this overhead in bytes, introduced
by the gaps, is shown. The gap size has been calculated for all 102 Huffman
tables.
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2,000
1,750

Size in bytes

1,500
1,250
1,000
750
500
250
0
8-way

16-way

32-way

Figure 6.6: Overhead in terms of bytes introduced by table gaps in the data parallel
approach.

6.6.4 Required memory

Let us now consider the required memory for the reference and the data
parallel approach. In the reference implementation the Huffman tables are
build-up using an array of structs. These structs contain the three columns
bitcode, length and symbol, with sizes respectively of 32-bits, 8-bits, and
32-bits. However since the reference implementation is made on a processor
with a 32-bit datapath and memories the 8-bits consumes 32-bits (due to
alignment of the elements of the array).
In the data parallel approach the bitcode, length and symbol column have
sizes of 32-bits, 8-bits and 24-bits respectively. Thus each packed element of
our vector consumes 64-bits. The vectors in our SIMD approaches of 8,16 and
32-way consume respectively 512-bits, 1,024-bits and 2,048-bits per vector.
The following figure only shows the required size in bytes for our final approach, where in all implementations both the run-length table and the Huffman tables are considered (note that the Huffman and run-length tables are
merged in the data parallel approach). Table gaps are included in the calculated size in bytes for the data parallel approach.
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70,000
65,000

Size in bytes

60,000
55,000
50,000
45,000
40,000
35,000
30,000
Reference

8-way

16-way

32-way

Figure 6.7: Required size in bytes for the reference and data parallel approaches.

Concluding, the data parallel approach is more memory efficient than the
reference implementation. This comes from the fact that a single row in
the reference implementation consumes 3 × 32-bits = 96-bits while the data
parallel packed approach consumes only 64-bits per element. On the other
hand the data parallel approach introduces gaps, hence increasing the data
parallel results in bigger gaps and therefore higher memory usage.

6.6.5 Area cost
In this section we review the area cost of the data parallel approach, we only
consider memories since these contribute the most in the area count and the
logic is quite simple as we will describe later. Numbers are according to
TSMC 65nm general-purpose technology. The banks column indicates how
many of the described memories are used to construct the vector memory
that is holding the Huffman tables. The implementation with memories of
width 128-bits is the most efficient and maximum available, therefore we need
multiple banks in order to realize the required width for the vector memory.
Type:
Reference
8-way
16-way
32-way

Memory
esram 16384x32
esram 608x128
esram 336x128
esram 256x128

Banks
1
4
8
16

Width
646.5µm
1, 184.1µm
1, 184.1µm
1, 184.1µm

Height
821.0µm
150.0µm
130.6µm
124.0µm

Total:
0, 5mm2
0, 7mm2
1, 2mm2
2, 3mm2
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2.5
2.3

Size in square mm

2.0
1.8
1.5
1.3
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.3
Reference

8-way

16-way

32-way

Figure 6.8: Required memory sizes in mm2 for the reference and data parallel
approaches.

Although the required memory in terms of bytes has been reduced, the area
of the memories increases. This occurs due to the fact that we have multiple
banks and memories of 128-bits wide are less efficient that those of 32-bits
wide (using multiple more banks of 32-bits instead of 128-bits would even
result in a bigger buffer area).

6.6.6 Required logic
In this section the required logic for both the huffman and the pick v functions
are described.
The Huffman load unit requires the following logic: 1 incrementer (for the
post-increment of the vector address offset i), 1 adder (for address generation, table’s base address + i), N right-shifters (denoted as >>, for the hit
function) and N XORs (for the hit function). The input bitstream is duplicated for all SIMD processing elements. The logic depicted in the second
cycle needs to be replicated for all N processing elements. The flag that is
a result of the huffman function has a bit raised for j-th position at which
it found a hit. The logic for the 2-cycle Huffman operation is organized as
follows:
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base

offset

32b

32b

bitstream

length

32b

8b

+

bitcode
32b

>>

XOR
32b

XOR
1b

32b

address

offset

hit

(a) First cycle

(b) Second cycle

Figure 6.9: Logic for the Huffman function. In the first cycle the address is
generated and the offset is post-incremented. In the second cycle the hit function
is applied on each vector element.

The pick v lets the j-th vector element propagate. Therefore it requires N
ANDs and a tree of N − 1 ORs, as depicted in the following graph:
−−−−→
packed[0]

−−→
f lag[0]

8b + 24b

32b

−−−−→
packed[N − 1]
8b + 24b
...

AND

−−→
f lag[N − 1]
32b

AND

OR
8b + 24b
−−−−→ −−−−→
(length[j], symbol[j])

Figure 6.10: Logic for the 1-cycle pick function. Each vector element is masked
with its corresponding flag element, the output is combined using a tree of ORs.

7. INCREASING TASK LEVEL PARALLELISM
In the previous chapter it is shown that exploiting data level parallelism for
Huffman decoding results in an extra-ordinary performance improvement for
the Huffman decoding, ranging up to 106 MBit/s for the 32-way implementation. During the application of the data parallel Huffman technique, the
original Huffman functions were simply replaced by the data parallel algorithm. However, this application resulted in a much lower improvement than
expected. The following table shows the improvement made by the Huffman vectorization technique compared to the profiled cycles of the reference
shown in chapter 4. It was expected that the decoding at 45 MBit/s (VC-1
MBit/s
advanced level 3) requires 106 cycles, 250 MHz×45
= 106 cycles.
106 MBit/s
Implementation:
Reference
32-way data parallel

QCIF reference:
930,352
244,137

Estimated HD:
1,809 M
475 M

Table 7.1: Reference cycles and estimated cycles before and after the application
of the data parallel Huffman decoding. As input the Foreman-b2 sequence is used
in QCIF format, cycles only concern bitstream parsing.

This lack in improvement results from a variety of reasons. First, the target platform is a load-store architecture, when performing a function call
the parameters are ‘passed’ via data memory (not via registers). The implementation made in the previous chapter consists of one function, thereby
allowing the processor to keep all necessary information in its register files.
However, the reference VC-1 decoder has many function calls, resulting in
many load-store operations on the bitstream parameters, passed when making a function call. A solution might be to inline the entire or parts of the
decoder, however doing so results in a code-size explosion.
Secondly, the bitstream parsing process in the reference VC-1 decoder differs
in quite some aspects from the Huffman decoding as depicted in the previous
chapters. The total bitstream parse process consists out of more than just
the Huffman coding: flushing bits, reading bits, seeking for markers and of
course Huffman coding itself are all involved.
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Finally, the encoded bitstream contains emulation prevention bytes. In a
bitstream words of variable length are concatenated and stored in a byte
stream, by doing this it can accidently happen that these bytes form the
pattern of a marker. To prevent this unwanted emulation of markers and
to prevent the interference with the real decoding process, these unwanted
patterns are escaped using an emulation prevention byte, an illustrative example: prevention(0x00000A) = 0x0000030A, where 0x00000A indicates an
end of sequence marker. Reading from the input byte involves the removal
of these bytes, this is a rather time consuming task.
To further improve the performance of the application, a multi-core bitstream
decoding system will be proposed. Investigating in a separate bitstream
parsing (co-)processor, like proposed in [11], can be beneficial due to a variety
of reasons. First of all, the introduction of such a processor allows more
parallelism in the system, since tasks including the bitstream parsing can
run concurrently. This kind of decoupling is a common aspect applied in
DMA devices, where the processor is performing its computations while the
DMA is fetching the next block of data (for example using a double buffering
approach).

7.1 Task division

The VC-1 decoder consists of a big while-loop in which it iterates over the
frames and other information encoded using markers. Depending on the
type of marker it calls a certain function, for example to decode a frame. In
this frame function it will iterate over all macroblocks, calling a macroblock
decode function. Depending on the type of macroblock and frame, the macroblock function will call further block-specific functions. We will refer to
this state machine behavior of the VC-1 decoder as the control task, which
will read from the bitstream from within many different control functions.
The goal of decoupling these tasks is to introduce more task level parallelism
and thereby gain in speed. Figure 7.1 shows the partitioning over a control
processor (CP) and a bitstream parse processor (BPP). The CP and BPP,
BPP and the DMA communicate via FIFO connections over which commands
will be sent, this will be explained in more details later.
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CP
Control

BPP
Bitstream
parsing

Update
buffer

DMA
Figure 7.1: The implemented flow in the proposed bitstream parse processor.

7.2 Implementation of the multi-core bitstream parser
As just explained, the data flow of the bitstream parse process is rather
complex. To allow further decoupling of the control and bitstream parse
processors a multi-buffer data flow is introduced as shown in figure 7.2. It
is assumed that the entire movie is located in an external off-chip memory
buffer, sufficiently large enough to hold the data of the movie.
Buffer

DMA

Local buffer

EMU

Cyclic buffer

Bytestream

Figure 7.2: The implemented flow in the proposed bitstream parse processor.

The BPP will read chunks of data from the external buffer into its local
memory using a DMA device, usage of a DMA device has two advantages,
namely: it uses burst-mode and improves task level parallelism by decoupling
the memory transactions and the remaining tasks.
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From the content of this local buffer the emulation bytes are removed (EMU)
and the processed data is stored in a cyclic buffer on which all further operations are applied (Huffman decoding, reading bits, etc.). The EMU task is
computational power demanding, however by introducing a cyclic buffer this
buffer can be updated in parallel with the processes executed on the control
processor. Hence, the task level parallelism is even further improved.
The BPP implements the data flow as depicted in figure 7.2. It receives
commands from the control processor (CP) via the FIFO connection. The
CP reads from the bitstream via the BPP and sends the data to the next
(vector) processor in the pipeline. Furthermore, the CP is responsible for
maintaining the entire decoder’s status (e.g. the type of the macroblock that
is currently being decoded) and instructs informs other processors in the
system when necessary. This system is depicted in figure 7.3.

Host

BPP

CP

D
M
A

VSP

MEM

DMA
System bus
Figure 7.3: The control and bitstream parse processors in a test system.

The commands sent over the FIFO from CP to BPP are 32-bits scalar values,
where the 16 most significant bits indicate the command, and the 16 least
significant bits indicate the the parameter. The BPP implements a state
machine, changing its state based on the command read from the FIFO.
The result from the BPP is send over a FIFO to the CP. The commands
implemented in the BPP are listed in the table 7.2.

7.2. Implementation of the multi-core bitstream parser

Commands:
Huffman

getbits
peekbits
marker
flushbits

Description:
Reads from the bitstream according to the
specified Huffman table (the CP passes the
base-address of the table)
Reads fixed length bits from the input bitstream
Looks at a fixed length bits from the input
bitstream
Searches the bitstream for the next marker
Removes fixed length bits from the input bitstream
Table 7.2: Basic bitstream processor commands
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Return:
original symbol

bits from stream
bits from stream
encoded marker
returns nothing
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7.3 Improving the concurrent behavior
We try to increase the concurrent behavior of the bitstream parse processor
and the control processor, to exploit even more parallelism that is available
by introduction of the BPP. In the flow proposed in 7.2 the local and cyclic
buffer would continuously be updated after the processing of a command,
however making the cyclic buffer sufficiently large enough allows to perform
multiple reads from this buffer and postpone the update of the cyclic and
local buffer.
A good example here is run-length decoding of the AC/DC coefficients in
a block, a block can maximally contain 64 coefficients which are read from
the bitstream. Reading these coefficients requires few control process, hence
the control processor will issue reads to the bitstream parse processor with
a small interval. When the bitstream parse processor would be continuously
updating the buffers after each read, the control processor would be stalled
(because the bitstream processor is updating its buffers and does not accept
any requests at that time). Such a situation is depicted in figure 7.4, here
the control processor issues the second command while the bitstream parse
processor is still updating the local and cyclic buffers.

Control processor
Preparation

Bitstream parse processor
Huffman
Decoding

Status update

Huffman

Updating
Decoding

Figure 7.4: A situation in which the control processor issues two commands, the
second command gets delayed. The gray areas show activities, while the black area
shows updating of the local and cyclic buffers.

To increase the concurrency in the system, the bitstream parser would allow
the control processor to request a number of symbols without waiting for the
update of the buffer, when the control processor is done doing this it will
issue an update command to the bitstream parse processor. This way the
bitstream parse processor knows that the control processor is done and will
now update the buffers. This approach is depicted in figure 7.5.
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One can see that the first approach is suitable for situations when the control
process is not reading that rapidly from the input bitstream, the approach
with delayed update on the other hand is suitable for multiple fast interleaving commands.

Control processor
Preparation

Bitstream parse processor
Commands / data
Decoding

Status update and
computation
...
Update
Updating

Figure 7.5: A delayed update example in which the control processor is not unnecessarily stalling because of update actions on the bitstream parse processor. The
gray areas show activities, while the black area shows updating of the local and
cyclic buffers.

This delayed update approach introduces new ‘delayed’ commands for the
Huffman, getbits, peekbits commands. Furthermore, the update command
is introduced to explicitly command the BPP to update the buffers.
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7.4 Experimental results
This section lists the results of the experiments performed on the multicore system, as proposed in this chapter. The following table shows the
experimental results of the bitstream decoding based on the Foreman-b2
sequence, only cycles spent in bitstream parsing are considered. This way
the behavior of the multi-core system containing the CP and BPP can closely
be observed.
Implementation:
Reference
32-way
8-way
16-way
32-way

Parallelism:
data
data + task
data + task
data + task

QCIF cycles:
930,352
244,137
133,280
103,988
89,273

Estimated HD:
1,809 M
475 M
259 M
202 M
174 M

Speed-up:
1.0×
3.8×
7.0×
9.0×
10.4×

Table 7.3: Experimental results for the proposed multi-core bitstream parse system, using the Foreman-b2 movie as input. The delayed update approach is applied
to the run-length coefficient decoding. The speed-up is calculated based on the the
reference non-vectorized implementation. The Full-HD cycles are estimated for
1080p at 24fps.

One can see that the speed-up gained here is lower than that in the experimental results listed in section 6.6 (which is approximately 20×). This
reduced speed-up occurs due to the following:
• The communication between the control and bitstream parse processor
is based on FIFOs. In a best-case scenario a communication between
two processors takes 2 cycles (1th cycle the first processor writes into
the FIFO, 2th cycle the second processor reads the token in the FIFO).
So a back-and-forth communication takes, best-case, 4 cycles.
• Secondly, the dispatch process in the bitstream parse processor is basically a switch statement, resulting in additional overhead occurring
due to: jump latencies and calculation of the branch of the switch.
• Finally, the result discussed in section 6.6 assumes that all data already
resides within a local buffer and the emulation prevention bytes are
already removed from this data. In the VC-1 decoder, this is not the
case.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The high compressions that can be achieved by Huffman coding make it
widely used in many imaging and video coding standards, including emerging
video coding standards such as VC-1. Huffman decoding is considered hard
to parallelize. Optimizing the speed and efficiency of Huffman decoding has
been a challenge ever since its introduction and it still is an active topic of
research due to several reasons:
• The bitrates of evolving video coding standards are on the rising edge,
requiring faster decoding to achieve realtime performance,
• The complexity of bitstreams keeps increasing, searching for more optimal coding by using more Huffman tables within the same standard,
requiring full flexibility and ease of changing these Huffman tables,
• New video coding standards are evolving rapidly, programmable solutions allow the reduction of time-to-market of products related to these
standards (e.g. video players and recorders).
The goal of this thesis is to propose an architecture that allows fast bitstream
parsing in a fully programmable solution. During an in-depth profiling, Huffman decoding has been identified as on of the main bottlenecks in bitstream
parsing of the VC-1 reference decoder. Many programmable and algorithmic Huffman decoding accelerations have been proposed. However, none of
the proposed solutions allows either full flexibility of the Huffman tables or
full programmability. Moreover, they require computational expensive preprocessing of the Huffman tables, often without an optimal solution.
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The key contributions of this thesis are:
• We propose a technique in which data level parallelism is exploited to
optimize the speed of Huffman decoding. The proposed Huffman decoding technique allows fast decoding. Speeds are measured up to 106
MBit/s for the 32-way implementation on artificial generated input,
which is more than twice the speed we are aiming at. Secondly, full
flexibility and programmability are available in the proposed optimization.
However, the usage of this optimized Huffman decoding approach does
come at a price. The area consumption of the required memory in the
32-way approach is 4.4× larger compared to our reference implementation. As shown in the experimental results, gaps are introduced in
the memory. While increasing the processor’s N-way these gaps grow
larger. Resulting in more overhead, but gaining in performance.
• Finally, a multi-core bitstream parse architecture is proposed. This
architecture utilizes available task level parallelism in the bitstream
parsing and control processes of the reference VC-1 decoder, improving
the performance of the decoder. Furthermore, it is shown that the
application of a delayed buffer update results in even higher speedups. These speed-ups are available due to an increase in concurrency
between the control and bitstream parse processor and reduction in
buffer refill overhead on the bitstream parse processor.

8.1 Future work
In this thesis a proof-of-concept is given on the optimization of the VC-1
bitstream parsing applying both data and task level parallelism. However,
future work is still remaining within the scope of this multi-core approach,
concerning both the bitstream parse processor and the control processor.
As proposed in [30] the performance of a programmed state machine, like
implemented on the bitstream parse processor, can be improved using a jump
table. Such a table contains the jump address, generated by the compiler, for
the switch statement. Thereby the operations required to execute a switch
can be replaced by a single load and jump operation.
Secondly, the tasks running on the control processor need to be modified to
efficiently use the computational power available in this proposed multi-core
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system. These modifications include: improving concurrency by correct interleaving of the commands send to the BPP and the computations performed
on the CP, make correct usage of the delayed update.
Furthermore, double buffering of the local buffer of the BPP can be applied.
Currently the BPP is stalled because the DMA is fetching new data from the
off-chip memory. Applying double buffering will minimize these stalls.
Example improvement:
As an illustrative example we apply the suggested modifications on improving concurrency and the application of delayed updates, to the function ‘UnpackDCDifferential’. The cycles are profiled for the Foreman-b2 sequence,
per frame. The table below shows the required cycles before and after the
optimization for the ‘UnpackDCDifferential’ function on the CP and the total
cycles on the 32-way implementation on the BPP.
Implementation:
Single frame QCIF Reference
Single frame QCIF Optimized
Estimated saved cycles for HD

CP Cycles:
4,570
4,289
547,236

BPP Cycles:
89,273
88,265
1,959,552

Up-scaling the gained cycles from QCIF to Full-HD at 24 fps, shows that we
gained about half a million cycles on the CP using a simple optimization.
The gain in performance for the BPP is more significant, the required cycles
are reduced by almost 2 million cycles.

8.2 Implementation on other programmable platforms
As part of the final discussion taking place in this chapter, this section will
discuss the implementation of the Huffman vectorization on other target platforms. The minimum required width per column in the vectorized Huffman
decoding is 32-bits.
The Cell processor [29] offers tremendous amounts of parallelism, the first
generation has eight concurrent processing elements (Synergistic Processor
Element, SPE) and a 64-bit Power processor fulfilling the role of ‘host’. Each
SPE has a 128-bits SIMD datapath, which can be used for a 4-way SIMD.
This makes the vectorized Huffman decoding applicable to the Cell processor,
however due to the low N-way no big improvements are expected. Further-
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more, a SPE does not offer bitstream parse optimizations such as the used
getbits operations as implemented on our bitstream parse processor.
Secondly, Intel’s MMX instructions, as used in [55], offers subword SIMD on
a 64-bits register input. This results in a 2-way SIMD, which is too low to
apply the proposed vectorization technique since there is some overhead in
packing and unpacking of the data making a straightforward approach more
efficient.
Massive data parallel processing platforms such as the Xetal-II by Philips [2]
and the Stream Processor by SPI [34] offer enormous amounts of parallelism.
The Xetal-II is a 320-way SIMD and the Stream Processor contains 16 parallel 5 issue slot VLIWs. Both platforms offer amazing computational power,
however the proposed Huffman-SIMD technique makes insufficient use of this
power due to the processor’s organization. They perform ‘independent’ operations on streams of data (e.g. large number of pixels), where the proposed
Huffman technique requires conditions to be based on the operations executed within the vector datapath.
As a final comparison, Tensilica’s processors [20] are flexible during design
time in a comparable way as Silicon Hive proposes. Therefore the proposed
technique should easily be implemented in such processors.
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APPENDIX

A. VC-1 PROFILING
A.1 Application profiling
In this appendix a general characterization-scheme is constructed with which
multiple application can be profiled. Later this characterization-scheme will
be filled in with information about the application. However this section will
not give detailed instructions on how to gain this information, it will only
propose a set of (in my view of point) key characteristics. Though it needs to
be noted that this profile is not complete, it merely sketches the distinctive
lines.
Gathering information about the performance, behavior, requirements and
composition of an application is called profiling [22, 47]. Many measures can
be made without running the application, this information can be gathered
via documentation and analysis of the source-code. These measures are part
of the static profiling of the application. However run-time characteristics
of an application can not be gathered this way, because of run-time data
dependencies. Therefore dynamic profiling observes the application while it
is executing.
Gprof (GNU profiler) is a well known Linux tool capable of performing profiling [1, 22]. However this profiling does not result in cycle-accurate numbers,
on the contrary, these results are estimated executions times in seconds per
function. These are simply showing which function is taking up most of
the execution time. Using the Silicon Hive simulator does allow us to get
cycle-accurate information on the execution of the application [8].

A.1.1 Static profiling
Most of the required information, as described in the previous chapter, can
be gathered by static profiling. A static profile is created offline by analyzing
the source-code and application specification in detail. Usually these numbers already give detailed information on how to map the application onto a
specific hardware platform.
Application requirements
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First we investigate into the requirements defined by the application that will
be implemented, in this case the VC-1 standard. Here we look at requirements and limitations of the application, for example supported frame sizes
and peak bit-rates.
Analyzing the used algorithms
Performing further analysis on the algorithms used by the application gives
better insight in possibilities to optimize the application. By distinguishing
used algorithms (and knowledge from experience or literature) we can already
know in foresight which parts can easily be optimized. This analysis also gives
insight in the possibilities to change the used algorithms to more hardware
friendly algorithms (e.g. when the platform does not support division, an
alternative or different implementation of the algorithm could be used).
Functional characterization
As described in the previous chapters the profiling and target platform consists out of a Silicon Hive system, thereby this analysis step is biased towards
our platform. To gain supplementary knowledge on the characteristics of the
application, each function is characterized by the following features. These
allow to better choose the destination processor of the functions and thus
helps during the mapping stage.
1. How sequential is the behavior of this function,
2. How well can the function be vectorized by using SIMD,
3. Can the memory transactions in this function easily be managed by
the DMA controller,
4. Does the function make extensive use of floating point arithmetic,
5. Are there complex operations used inside the function, e.g. power,
square-roots, division and modulo.
Inter-function communication
Mapping communicating tasks at separate (interconnected) processors results in communication overhead [27]. Analyzing the inter-function communication gives insight in the communication overhead and assists during
the decomposition of the application in multiple tasks and mapping these to
separate processors. Furthermore the knowledge gained during this analysis provides information on how to minimize the memory needed for these
communications.
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Memory requirements
The final metric analyzed during the static profiling are the memory requirements. During this step we investigate in the required size of buffers and
their usage (we only investigate in the biggest buffers), this helps in deciding
on the system’s memory and bandwidth requirements.

A.1.2 Dynamic profiling
Dynamic profiling reveals information that can not be discovered via the
static profiling techniques listed in the previous section. This is meanly due
to the fact that the application behaves differently for different types of input.
Dynamic behavior
Within a single movie sequence different types of frames can occur, each
containing different kinds of encoded macroblocks. Since the type of input
for the VC-1 decoder strongly relates to its performance, clearly a dynamic
behavior analysis is required. This analysis will result in the number of cycles
required per frame throughout a set of different input sequences. This allows
estimation of the maximum required performance, peak load.
Computational complexity
To get clear insight in how demanding the application is in terms of computational power we perform an analysis on the computational complexity.
This analysis can be performed from many different views (e.g. cycles-based,
operation-based, time-based, function-calls). We have chosen the following
two views, which give insight in the most demanding functions, behavior of
the application over time and ILP.
• We analyze the number of cycles spend in each function, per frame.
This gives insight in which functions are the most demanding and helps
when partitioning the function into tasks. Furthermore this information will show performance critical parts within the application, indicating where the gain of optimization will likely be the highest. These
tasks can than be equally partitioned over the available processors,
minimizing the stalls caused by miss-aligned application mapping. The
application needs to run, based on test inputs, so we can get run-time
dynamic profiling statistics.
• Next we look at the distribution of used operations, per frame. This
gives insight in the used operations distributed over the cycles, based on
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these numbers we can approximate the ILP. This allows more accurate
estimations during the mapping stage.

A.2 Used algorithms
The VC-1 decoder uses a series of algorithms, of which most of them are
standardized and/or widely used, namely:
• The well known inverse transformation, in our case IDCT, is used to
transform the AC/DC coefficients back from the frequency domain into
the pixel domain,
• Bilinear and bicubic interpolation are respectively used for half and
quarter pixel interpolation,
• Overlap transform smoothens the edges of adjacent blocks with high
quantization values. The linear filter is applied perpendicular to the
edges of the blocks,
• Deblocking is a non-linear filter applied on per-block basis,
• Entropy coding is applied via standard Huffman coding, only VC-1
allows the choice between multiple tables,
• Also de-zigzaging a block is straightforward and uses a simple input
block and displacement matrix,

A.3 Function characterization
The application does not use complex functions like square-roots and the
power operation. However it uses divisions and modulo operations, these
can be grouped into the following categories:
a. Conditional operations, e.g. these are used to compare two divided
values.
b. Operation by a fixed number. In case of division these can be rewritten
to an accumulated value of a series of shifts, modulo operations by can
be replaced by an and-mask (assuming the value is a power of two), or
a conditional statement.
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c. Operations by a scalar can not be rewritten without assumptions on
that scalar. These can be simulated by the compiler, inserting simulation code.
The following list describes each of the most demanding functions in more
detail.
1. The decoder is the main loop which initializes the decoder’s system,
sets up the input stream and calls sub functions based on markers read
from the input stream. The nature of this function is purely sequential
and consumes information from the inputstream.
2. The DecodeSlice function is called (in case of progressive scan once)
per frame and makes sure all the macroblocks are unpacked in the
current frame. Afterwards it performs de-blocking on the output frame
and calls the display function. Also this function is sequential and
consumes information from the inputstream.
3. DecodeBlockLayer is called for each block inside a macroblock, 6 times,
and calls three functions based on the type of the block: unpackintra
or unpackinter, predict MB and reconstruct MB. The execution of this
function is sequential including most of the sub-functions, since some
of these also read from the inputstream.
4. UnpackDCDifferential, DecodeACRunLevel, UnpackTTBLK and UnpackSubblockPattern all read from the inputstream and are therefore,
by its nature, sequential.
5. DCACPrediction, reads DC and AC values from neighboring macroblocks and computes it’s own DCAC values based on these values.
This function has minor SIMD possibilities since it only scales the 7
AC values once.
6. DeZigZag places the values from the input-block in new position into
the output-block based on a displacement matrix. This is done can be
done purely in parallel, for an 8*8 block, resulting in a good candidate
for SIMD optimizations.
7. CopyDCAC performs a simple copy of all 7 AC coefficients into a new
block, this is a good candidate for either DMA or will be easy when
the coefficients are stored in a single vector.
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8. StoreMotionVectors basically copies the four motion vectors, if this is
an inter coded frame, from the current macroblock into the motion
vector history buffer.
9. DeriveMV, calculates a new motion vector (can be based on up to
4 surrounding motion vectors). This function offers little room for
improvement via vectorizing, due to the fact that only up to four likely
computations are executed in parallel.
10. Forward and backward prediction, interpolates between the next, previous or both images respectively when performing forward, backward
or prediction in both directions. This function is a very good candidate
to be optimized by SIMD instructions, since it interpolates on quarter
pixel level.
11. Inverse DC / AC Quantization scales AC coefficients by a simple multiplication. This can easily be optimized by using SIMD.
12. IDCT performs row and column wise inverse transform, on either a
8x8, two 4x8, two 8x4 or four 4x4 blocks. The operations that are
performed are basically simple multiplications, additions and shifts.
Also this function is a good candidate to be optimized by SIMD.
13. Smoothing is applied on the border of adjacent blocks, easily vectorizable via SIMD.
14. ApplyPredictionAndCopyMB merges predicted and coefficients blocks
into a new macroblock which is stored in the output buffer. The merging performs some operations which can simultaneously be performed
on all blocks using SIMD, after that using DMA all blocks can be stored
in the output buffer
15. Padding / compensate, in this function luminance compensation is applied and padding to meet the output size. This function needs marcroblocks as input, which can be achieved via DMA transactions and
the internal functionality can be optimized via SIMD.
16. Deblocking is inline deblocking and is called per macroblock, it performs operations that can easily be vectorized and the macroblock can
be copied via DMA.
17. Display basically copies (using paddings and strides) the data into the
output buffer, therefore this functionality can easily be implemented
via DMA.
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Table A.1 gives an overview of the most important functions and their characteristics.
Function
1. Decoder
2. DecodeSlice
3. DecodeBlockLayer
4. UnpackDCDifferential
4. DecodeACRunLevel
4. UnpackTTBLK
4. UnpackSubblockPattern
5. DCACPrediction
6. DeZigZag
7. CopyDCAC
8. StoreMotionVectors
9. DeriveMV
10. Forward and backward prediction
11. InverseACQuantization
11. InverseDCQuantization
12. IDCT
13. Smooth
14. ApplyPredictionAndCopyMB
15. Padding / compensate
16. Deblocking
17. Display

Sequential
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

DMA

SIMD

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

minor
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table A.1: VC-1 function characteristics

A.4 Inter-function communication
In this chapter the data communication between the most demanding functions of the VC-1 has been analyzed. In the following graph the edges indicate
the data flow between the components, components indicated with a double
border are reading from the variable length encoded input stream.
The functions depicted in the following graph have been chosen based on the
most demanding functions as listed in chapter A.7, the table indicates the
sizes of the communicated datatypes.
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Figure A.1
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A.5 Memory requirements
Throughout this phase the memory of the system is analyzed. We only concern relatively big buffers in this chapter, such as frame buffers. These buffers
are potential candidates to be placed in external memories. By performing
static analysis on the memory usage we already can construct an idea on how
to allocate these buffers and the bandwidth requirements needed to access
these memories.
A.5.1 Allocated memory sizes
Input buffer
Initially the decoder reads from an input file, however since our system does
not support file accesses from the Silicon Hive processors (it does support
file access from the host processor) we preload the entire movie into a buffer.
It is sufficient to make this buffer the size of our input encoded input movie
sequence.
Frame buffers
The following frame reference buffers are used:
Reference
Reference
Reference
Reference

new :
old :
B:
NoIC :

new/current I/P frame
old I/P reference frame
reconstructed B frame
B reference before intensity compensation was applied

Each of these frame buffers is sized according to the input frame size according to the following formula: (X + 2 × 20) × (Y + 2 × 40) ∗ 1.5 bytes. A
margin of 40 × 80 pixels is applied to each frame buffer. We are aiming for
Full HD, therefore the frame buffers all have a size of 3.3 megabytes.
Macroblock buffers
The decoder also stores blocks of information per macroblock, specifically:
a macroblock buffer and a motion vector history buffer, the former with a
size of 452 bytes per block, the latter with a size of 20 bytes per macroblock.
A macroblock is a 16 × 16 pixel block, thus the number of macroblocks per
frame can be calculated by dX/16e × dY /16e 1 .
Computing the buffer sizes for Full HD, results in: 3.5 megabytes for the
macroblock buffer and 0.2 megabytes for the motion vector history buffer.
1

dXe returns the smallest integer value for X greater or equal to X.
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A.5.2 Memory bandwidth
In this section we reconsider buffers denoted in the previous section, however
now with emphasis on the bandwidth requirements. Requirements listed in
this chapter are based on a worst case assumption. Numbers listed per buffer
are in terms of bytes per second. We order these requirements based on the
frame type: I, P and B. Furthermore we assume a) the same peak bit-rate
for I, P and B frames (45 MBit/s) b) all blocks in predicted frames have
residual as well as motion vectors (hence the macroblock buffer and motion
vector buffer needs to be accessed) c) a predicted block in a frame is based
on one block from its reference frame(s), without overlap. Therefore the
entire reference frame needs to be loaded from memory d) a bi-directional
predicted frame uses all blocks from its forward and backward reference frame
e) intensity compensation is applied to the B frames.

I-frame:
Input stream:
Created output frame:
Macroblock buffer:
Sum for 24fps:

Read
Write
Total
240 Kbytes
–
240 Kbytes
–
3.3 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
3.5 Mbytes
3.5 Mbytes
7.0 Mbytes
89.6 Mbytes/s 163.2 Mbytes/s 252.8 Mbytes

P-frame:
Input stream:
Created output frame:
Macroblock buffer:
Vector history:
Backward reference:
Sum for 24fps:

Read
Write
Total
240 Kbytes
–
240 Kbytes
–
3.3 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
3.5 Mbytes
3.5 Mbytes
7.0 Mbytes
0.2 Mbytes
0.2 Mbytes
0.4 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
–
3.3 Mbytes
173.6 Mbytes/s 168.0 Mbytes/s 341.6 Mbytes

B-frame:
Input stream:
Created output frame:
Macroblock buffer:
Vector history:
Backward reference:
Forward reference:
Intensity buffer:
Sum for 24fps:

Read
Write
Total
240 Kbytes
–
240 Kbytes
–
3.3 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
3.5 Mbytes
3.5 Mbytes
7.0 Mbytes
0.2 Mbytes
0.2 Mbytes
0.4 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
–
3.3 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
–
3.3 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
3.3 Mbytes
6.6 Mbytes
332.0 Mbytes/s 247.2 Mbytes/s 579.2 Mbytes
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A.6 Dynamic behavior
Decoding different inputs requires different computational power, therefore
we perform decoding on several different input sequences. We made three
variations of three sequences, each variation with a different GOP (GroupOf-Pictures). The GOP is then repeated through the entire sequence and in
each of these sequences the starting frame is an I-frame (which is omitted in
the symbolic representation of the sequence):
Description:
Symbolic:
Suffix:
One P-frame, two B-frames
PBB
-b2
One P-frame, five B-frames
PBBBBB
-b5
One P-frame, seven B-frames PBBBBBBB -b7

As input sequences we use three movies, all encoded in QCIF (176x144)
format. We used the sequences Claire, Suzie and Foreman all commonly used
in literature. The Claire sequence has little movement (Claire is reading a
newsitem), Suzie has some sudden movement (Suzie is shaking her hair) and
the Foreman sequence continuously has lots of movement (shaking camera
and the foreman moves actively).

(a) Claire

(b) Suzie

(c) Foreman

Figure A.2: Used profiling sequences

Cycles needed to decode these sequences are shown in figure A.3. What one
can see from these graphs listed in figure A.3, is the fact that each first I- and
P-frame per GOP results in a tremendous peak in need for computational
power. We will go deeper into this fact in section A.8.1.
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(c) Claire-b7

(i) Suzie-b7
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(b) Claire-b5
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(a) Claire-b2

4,000,000

(f ) Foreman-b7
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16,000,000

(e) Foreman-b5

12,000,000
10,000,000

(d) Foreman-b2

(g) Suzie-b2

Figure A.3: Cycles needed to decode our reference sequences: Claire, Foreman
and Suzie, in three different formats: b2, b5, b7.
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A.7 Computational complexity
These numbers are based on the different types of movies proposed in the
previous section. Basically we recoded the same movie using only variations
on the GOP. The functions are grouped according to our diagram, as shown
in Figure A.1.
Furthermore we also analyze the distribution of the used operations, these
are categorized in a number of types of operations and is listed in the graph
below. Note: These numbers are gathered using profiling based on the
Silicon Hive compiler and scheduler. Since the hardware platform does not
support division and modulo operations, these functions are simulated.
pass
multipexing
store
load
branch
logical
shift
compare
multiply
add/sub
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Figure A.4: Distribution of different types of operations

We can draw some conclusions from these numbers, to illustrate these conclusions we averaged the contribution per operation based on the different
input sequences.
1. A total of 22% is spent on load/store actions, these can be partially
optimized by using DMA transactions.
2. Most compare and branch operations are consecutively used, therefore
approximately 18% is spend on branch calculations.
3. Almost 50% of the operations is spend in either add, sub, shift or
multiply operations.

Functions:
Complex operations
Deblock
Decode slice
Decode MB
Decode Block
DeZigZag
Store and Derive MV
Predict MB
DCACPrediciton
IDCT
InverseDC/ACQuantize
CopyMB
Memcpy / memset
DecodeACRunLevel
Display
Stream unpacking
Decoder tools
Smooth
Sum
Operations
ILP

Claire-b2
1,620
268,198
1,613
38,119
232,547
38,038
44,200
611,241
44,384
2,935,961
176,326
358,696
348,365
76,934
421,574
364,255
250,693
65,250
6,278,012
6,717,472
1.07

Claire-b5
1,572
271,051
1,614
38,602
214,142
30,004
54,588
824,290
25,213
2,195,647
134,301
369,123
280,898
56,873
421,565
272,651
292,995
39,025
5,524,153
5,910,843
1.07

Claire-b7
1,889
277,064
1,614
40,176
218,583
35,823
57,929
932,918
20,038
2,484,624
153,632
366,457
270,316
64,408
421,563
305,121
305,360
31,255
5,988,769
6,407,983
1.07

Foreman-b2
6,643
323,280
1,613
50,088
290,740
103,155
46,223
1,251,403
41,861
6,068,393
370,542
324,436
428,543
218,570
421,574
930,352
250,948
65,250
11,193,613
11,977,166
1.07

Foreman-b5
7,478
317,788
1,614
52,070
284,439
96,707
48,657
1,286,189
23,867
6,018,929
369,932
327,357
360,011
179,129
421,565
777,824
292,560
39,025
10,905,140
11,668,500
1.07

Foreman-b7
10,073
314,360
1,614
53,898
282,456
94,787
51,444
1,557,786
19,352
5,958,358
367,519
328,471
340,257
161,069
421,563
724,546
305,598
31,255
11,024,404
11,796,112
1.07

Suzie-b2
2,290
301,872
1,613
40,636
240,139
52,699
45,020
728,971
40,837
3,464,574
208,879
353,180
367,215
98,362
421,574
440,424
250,954
65,250
7,124,487
7,623,201
1.07

Suzie-b5
1,631
213,286
1,152
30,081
171,714
37,569
35,093
551,256
23,478
2,578,987
156,282
251,918
241,609
66,690
301,121
298,163
193,456
37,865
5,191,352
5,554,747
1.07

Table A.2: Computational complexity per frame: cycles spend in the most demanding functions, total operations and the
ILP.

Suzie-b7
2,483
302,462
1,614
42,567
227,078
40,491
58,536
1,054,606
18,240
3,172,015
192,444
359,694
277,486
61,592
421,563
295,129
305,676
31,255
6,864,934
7,345,479
1.07
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A.8 Profiling results

A.8.1 Cycle dynamics and input sequence relations

As can be seen from the previous chapters A.6 and A.7, a movie encoded in
the b2 fashion is the most demanding in terms of computations. This chapter
is devoted to the explanation of the relation between the GOP (group-ofpictures) used during encoding and the required computational power during
decoding.
First let us consider the bitrates of a couple of movies. In this case the Claire,
Suzie and Foreman sequences are shown in the b5 format (this format is
chosen because it shows the best discrimination between the types of frames).
The bitrates, shown in figure A.5, show peaks at similar frames as the cycle
dynamics in figure A.3.
This relation between the peaks in the bitrates and the cycles needed to
decode the movie can be made clear considering the block types listed in
figure A.6. There are three types of macroblock codings available in VC-1.
When a frame is intra-coded a macroblock is either predicted or coded, on
both block types IDCT is applied. As we can see from table A.2 that IDCT
is responsible for 50% of the cycles spent during the decoding of a frame. A
predicted block gets its coefficients from surrounding blocks, therefore it has
no content itself. A skipped block is used only during inter frame prediction,
when there is no difference between the two reference blocks that are used
during the motion compensation no residual needs to be stored. For this case
a block is implemented as skipped, basically containing only zero’s and no
IDCT is applied.
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Figure A.5: Number of bits needed to decode a single frame in the Claire, Suzie
and Foreman sequences in the b5 format.
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The b2 sequence formatting uses a GOP consisting out of 1 P-frame and 2
B-frames, so averaged over time this type of frame coding has more intracoded blocks as compared to the b5 and b7 sequence. Yielding, based on our
previous conclusions, an increase in required computational power.

Figure A.6: Macroblock types available in VC-1

A.8.2 Task identification
Until this moment we have considered functions to be atomic, each function
having its own characteristics and computational requirements. In order to
get a better oversight we group these functions into more convenient tasks.
From this point onwards we consider tasks to be atomic.
We cluster functions into tasks based on the function characterization and
inter-function communication, respectively discussed in chapters A.3 and A.4.

A.8.3 Dataflow
The VC-1 decoder is basically build-up out of three parts, namely: entropy
decoding, VC-1 decoding and display specific post-processing. The following
figure depicts the tasks described in the previous paragraph within these
parts, including the main dataflow through the decoder.
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Task

Entropy decoding

Bitstream parsing
DeZigZag
AC/DC Prediction
Inverse quantization
Inverse transform
Smooth
Deblocking
MV prediction
Interpolate
Reconstruct

A. VC-1 profiling
Function
Decoder
DecodeSlice
DecodeBlockLayer
UnpackDCDifferential
DecodeACRunLevel
UnpackTTBLK
UnpackSubblockPattern
stream unpacking
DeZigZag
DCACPrediction
CopyDCAC
InverseACQuantization
InverseDCQuantization
IDCT
Smooth
Deblocking
StoreMotionVectors
DeriveMV
Forward and backward prediction
ApplyPredictionAndCopyMB

Sequential
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

DMA

SIMD

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
minor
X
X

Table A.3: VC-1 task partitioning

Figure A.7: Dataflow of the VC-1 decoder. The dashed areas indicate global tasks.
Furthermore, white boxed tasks are executed for intra- and inter-coded blocks, black
tasks only for inter-coded blocks and gray tasks only for intra-coded blocks.
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Data communicated from the dezigzag task into the prediction task ending up
into the reconstruction task, which we will call the top path, is based on six
8 × 8 16-bits coefficient blocks per macroblock. A 1080p frame contains 8160
macroblocks d1920/16e×d1080/16e, each macroblock containing 6 coefficient
blocks. As earlier noted we are aiming for 1080p at 24fps, therefore the total
bandwidth required for internal communication in the top path is: 143 MB/s
= (6 × 8 × 8 × 2 bytes) × (8160 blocks) × (24 fps).
The bottom path uses 8-bits precision, therefore the internal bandwidth required for the bottom path is equal to 72 MB/s = (6 × 8 × 8 × 1 byte) ×
(8160 blocks) × (24 fps). From the reconstruction tasks to the output also
8-bits precision is used.
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A.8.4 Cycle budget
As put forward earlier, we assume that the platform is running at 250 Mhz
and we aim for Full HD at 24 fps. Therefore our available cycles per frame
are 250/24 ≈ 10 Mcycles. The cycles are also listed to decode the same
reference sequence in Full HD, estimated based on the ratio between the size
of QCIF and Full HD. The entropy task here includes Run-Level decoding,
the actual bitstream parsing and control overhead.
Task
Entropy
Dezigzag
Prediction
Inverse quantization
Inverse transform
Smooth
MV Prediction
Interpolate
Deblocking
Reconstruct
Memory overhead
Sum
Estimated HD

Claire-b2
713,467
38,038
44,384
176,326
2,935,961
65,250
44,200
611,241
268,198
358,696
1,022,252
6,278,012
513,604,162

Foreman-b2
1,491,364
103,155
41,861
370,542
6,068,393
65,250
46,223
1,251,403
323,280
324,436
1,107,707
11,193,613
915,749,480

Suzie-b2
821,173
52,699
40,837
208,879
3,464,574
65,250
45,020
728,971
301,872
353,180
1,042,033
7,124,487
582,854,281

Averaged
10%
1%
1%
3%
50%
1%
1%
10%
4%
5%
14%
–
–

Table A.4: Cycles spent per task per QCIF frame

From these numbers we can see that we need a tremendous amount of speedup. The Foreman sequence (estimated for Full HD) almost needs 1, 000
Mcycles per frame, while we only got 10 Mcycles available on a single processor in order to meet our real-time requirements. The following section will
discuss possible improvements made by vectorization.

